RUDRA EYE NETWORK
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WHO WE ARE?
RUDRA EYE NETWORK is a company for creative arts,
where documentaries ,films, short films, News, Ad films,
Music, Branding, and other Infotainment programs are
produced and composed. We have also ventured in the field
of Architecture and have produced our very own first of its
kind architecture awards called “The Indian Creative
Architecture Award.” Through creative creations Rudra Eye
Network aims to disseminate fresh ideas for entertainment
as well as for educative information.

MISSION STATEMENT To built our reputation for reliability on our ability
to fulfil commitments and honest in dealings
to boost customers' confidence.

VISION STATEMENTThe company vision is to be a leading
provider of creative delightful and
informative content in order to
resonate with the audience

REASONS TO COUNT ON US..
The Media & Entertainment Company has over 19 years of
involvement in Media space and is a brand, in the Industry and
fraternity trusts. We being Industry experts understand the
dearth of recognition for work that needs to be commended and
much-admired.
With a continuous aim to inspire and impact viewers, we have
been part of various content markets like Mip (Cannes), Dubai
Int. Content Market .The extraordinary transformation comes
complete with brand new offerings in its fiction and non-fiction
content. After achieving success in diverse fields Rudra Eye
Network is forwarding its steps into news and political domain as
well as expanding our work globally through assorted ways.

1.Our journey began in 2003 with a devotional programme ‘Veer

Barbarik Khatu Shyam Ji’ which was telecasted on DD Metro
2.We took a big leap and stepped forward to produce our first

theatrical release ‘Radha ne mala japi shyam ki’ in the direction of
Lawrence D’Souza
3.We continued to explore our hands in the field of documentaries and

have created world-class documentaries, including ‘Speechless Sound’
which was awarded at Venice film Festival.
4.We are trying the heads of animation, some of our great projects like

‘Tangled Story’ for Disney, ‘Veggies Town’ for Novo vision (France)
5.We continued to accelerate our sales in the field of animation and

produced a first theatrical 3D release “Gunja a wonder girl”

6. We have also advanced ourselves in the field of serials
7.Simultaneously in these years we knocked up with some great music

albums like ‘Nakhra Janab da’ , ‘Tu bhi Jaane’ , ‘Mata ki Bhetein’ etc
8.Moving forward to our events like ICA Award for architectural field or
GIG city concert with Badshah and Harrdy Sandhu in Lucknow
9.As we are empanelled with government of India we have created
number of projects like ‘Swachhata Abhiyan’ and ‘Saksharta
Mission’ etc

10. We will be trying our fortune in new sectors, and we hope you to stay
connected with us to see your success in this Domain too.

UPCOMING PROJECTS
2021-22
*2nd ICA AWARD

*INDIAN CREATIVE CONTENT
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Follow us on
@rudraeyenetwork

BY- RUDRA EYE NETWORK

